We would like to take this
opportunity to congratulate you
on your engagement and thank
you for considering Hilton Hall
for your wedding celebration.
We will work alongside you, lending
you our knowledge and experience,
to create a truly memorable wedding
day to remember for years to come.

Planning Your
Perfect Day
At Hilton Hall we understand that no two
weddings are the same. With over twenty
years experience we have developed an
attention to detail and ability to
understand your needs. With a calm,
friendly efficiency our aim is to
make your wedding day a truly special
occasion for you and your guests.

Built in the early 17th century,
the estate stands in 25 acres of
unspoilt parkland, woodland and
lakeside area.
On the outskirts of Wolverhampton, this
impressive Grade I listed building offers
complete privacy and promises to be the
perfect setting for your wedding. In addition
to the main hall there are a collection of
early Victorian outbuildings including a
stable block with courtyard and clock tower.

Self Catered Hire
We offer Hilton Hall on a Self Catered Hire with
full use and exclusivity. This will allow you the
flexibility to select your own caterers from our
approved list and discuss your personal menu
requirements with them directly.
Our approved caterers are:
Hilton Hall Catering
Mahirs Experience, Johals, Spice Nation, Adab
Catering, Sanjays Foods Greanleaf Events,
Occasion Events and Plyvine Catering.

Why take our word for it, see what our past
couples have said about Hilton Hall…
“We fell in love with Hilton Hall the first time we saw it.
The team were all so helpful putting together our
package and went the extra mile to make sure our day
was exactly how we wanted it!”
- Jayda and Nav
“We would like to thank all the staff at Hilton Hall for
giving us the wedding of our dreams. From the first
contact with them, through to the day itself, the attention
to detail made sure everything was just perfect.“
- Claire

“When we started looking for a wedding venue we knew
we wanted something with the wow factor, but still with
an approachable team who would help us with our
plans. This is exactly what we have got at Hilton Hall,
we are so impressed with the way our wedding has
been handled, from the initial enquiry we made
nothing is too much trouble. “
-Sophia and Steve
“ We searched for so long to find the right venue and as soon
as we drove into Hilton Hall we knew we had found ‘The
One’. The drive around the lake really sets the
scene and we were blown away with the Halls. The team
worked with us throughout our plans to help even with
things like décor, and our menu. We cant thank you enough”

- Kiran

Contact us today...
All of our couples are guided by our team of wedding
managers, from your first viewing and tour of Hilton Hall,
through to your final meeting and Wedding Day itself.
We will listen to your ideas and requirements and lend
you our experience and knowledge on how to achieve
your perfect day. On your Wedding Day itself we will also
be on hand, ensure timings are kept, and with attention to
detail, guarantee you have the day you have always
dreamt of.

Hilton Hall,
Hilton Lane, Wolverhampton,
WV11 2BQ
01902 249247
enquiries@hiltonhallevents.co.uk
www.hiltonhallevents.co.uk

